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Motivation

String theory on Ads is interesting important

for holography

For Ads pure NSNS flux string theory can be

described using an 542,112 WEWmodel GivenKutasovSeiberg 98
Maldacena Ooguri 00

There seems to be a general feeling that the Star WEW

model should be solvable but so far only partially achieved

In this talk we take a step towards the

full solution of string theory on EAds with pureNsNs flux

Intriguing mathematical structure



 

What's the difficulty
We are interested in holographic global Ads correlators

x vertex operator insertions

The string can have

non trivial winding
spectral flow around

the insertion points

x They are difficult to

computefrom the
x worldsheet

The winding correlators

contain most of the

interesting physics



 
The worldsheet CFT
Restrict to bosonic strings

The symmetry algebra of the Euclidean Ads worldsheettheory is

ant ai MyindutnioIT'm J kzmsmtn.io

Ijm JET Tutin x2

JI Ji km8mino 233min JIT 1

Everything will be a consequence of this algebra



 
Vertex operators

What are the vertex operators of which we want to

compute correlators Eads

flat space to

E
E X2

windingI
Yw ly Ey

worldsheetposition
h A E spacetime positionVfp E e'PXE

ftp.zjflpipjspacetimetworldsheet conformal weightT
external momentum Yi lx E D HII wht tfworldsheet position
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Vertex operators
The vertex operators lyin IX e are spectrally flowed

not highestweight representations of stark

This is why computing correlators is hard

The unflowed sector all w o was solved by Teschner Teschner
98 001

Partial results about flowed sector are known
MaldacenaOguri01 GiribetNute 00

We are going to trade Chih for a third position variable yeKip

This is just an integral transform

Yin lx E ftp.ykrjhty tj htVjw x y z

Consider Y x y t



 

Correlators

We want to compute correlators

on the Riemannsphere

III
Yi hi mini i Ii

Main trouble so many parameters We mainly use symmetries to

constrain the answer

B

E3

Vj x y z Vj XzYazVj3x Y23signed

For n 4 we alsoneed to integrateEl z X2
X over moduli

We restrict to ne4



 
Ward identities

Global Ward identities allow us to set

X Z 0 X2 22 1 X E 0

3pt function fullyfixed 4pt function depends on two crossratios

X Xy E Ey

But we have affine symmetry

There are also local Ward identities that restrict the

answer further

They are very complicated and we only know how to

derive them for fixed choices ofwi
More Ward identities KE equation null vector decoupling for special
choices of spins ji



 

Branched coverings
The solution of these constraints encode branched coverings

Jef A branched cover j S 5 is a holomorphic map with

finitely many ramification points Ei

815 Xi t ai g ziti t 013zilwity

wi ramification indices

For generic choices of Xi Zi willian covering maps don't exist

Existence puts n 3 constraints on xi.zilit.in

Riemann Hurwitz formula

2 2 deg j Ii wit

11154 XSY



 

Example
Let'sfind the covering map for Wi 2Wz 2 wa wa l

X Z D XEET X 23 0 Xy X Ey E

Such a map is necessarily of the form
y 31 0

813
45 623 b
C 52 025 C

because deg8 2 by the Riemann Hurwitz formula

32

Taylor expansion at Ey
zz
Zz

I X

covering map existence gives

e ftp.xap



 

Polynomial PwIX E

For n 4 this constraint is encoded in a single polynomial in X E e.g

PizzI I XI ÉIE E LEX x

usefulnormalization plays norole at thispointsince Xi 0.1

Pk lx E É 11 E3 26 6 5 15 24 20 XE 6 22 9 2

6 22 x2

There is an efficient algorithm to compute these Razamat og

Pw is only definedfor Itn even

seealso IPakmanRastelli

They satisfy many magic
identities that we experimentally observe

Not studied in math literature



 

Solution of the local Ward identities
A solution of the local Ward identities only exists for

II wit wj.tl tj

winding is violated by at most one unit IMaldacena Oguri OD

Define for I 41,23,4

XI somesimpleprefactor x EI c Put eiei II Yi
ei unit vector

eg
X Pw

X12 Puttwattwzwe t YPe 1WatlingWy tY2PwitlywzliwziwyltY1Y2P14swztiwy.w4

V3 Phi we hytl.ws tY3PIwi We 3 1 th



 
Solution of the local Ward identities
General solution takes easy form in terms of XI

I w even similarformulaforodd checked in

many cases

II Yanni x

t
but no idea
how to prove

Same as solution to global Ward identities with

Xi Xj Vij

FCC z is an unknown function that depends on thegeneralized crossratio

I
1 c

V24 13
C z 1234

Yaks
highly nontrivial112 34



 

Solution of the local Ward identities

The problem is now as hard as the unflowed sector

Everything is determined in terms of the geometry of branched
covers

3pt function is a special case of this Iwao je o

TPIywiy y
i it X t's Ex jig g

Icxizjjztjxjj.tt'DXI553 Éwi even

CECCji.jujs.wnwz.wsk not fixed by symmetry

In some case we can explicitly transform this back to the
h variables

Solution given in terms of an Fa Lauricella hypergeometricfunction



 

More constraints
We can actually do better

Focus on four point parity even case II wi even

Flc E obeys a further constraint The Knizhnik Zamolodchikov

equation

The KZ equation for Flea coincides with the KE equation

for the non winding correlator

This is also true for other possible constraints such as

null vector constraints checkedonly for a few examples

This motivates the conjecture

FG E C Uj190 Vj 1,1 Vj o o Y Ca

C C lji.jz.jzj4ws wa wawa k



 

A conjecture for the full correlator
We believe that cel from other consistency conditions

Main conjecture

Xy X Z Z

Iii even

IIUjiji Xiii t.IEpy.td hitjitytE hitjiyfitjztjstjy
k ypijatjs

jy.in
ii ii iii

Unflowed correlators give flowed ones for free
Fortunately unflowed correlators are understood Teschner ga g

This gives a full solution of the model for these
correlators



 
Properties
The correlators have unusual properties

They have more singularities than the trivial ones when

X D X X 0 2 0 2 1 Z N

which correspond to collisions of vertex operators

There are singularities occurring in the middle of moduli space

for Pwix 27 0

The correlator simplifies close to the singularity Phx 2 7 0

III i'hi Xiii computable stuff x z z jitjatjstja k

more regular

gift



 
Why is this happening

gq

For Pw X 4 0 the

worldsheet can cover
Is

the boundary of Eads
holomorphically and move

outwards

This leads to a divergent
strigasreet

in the worldsheet path
integral

E
z x

IMaldacena Oguri OD



 
String correlator

The string moduli space integral is dominated by the

singularity if the exponent is tuned

St
case jitjatjatjy 5 k in which case there is a residue in

the string correlator normalizationof stringpathintegral

Res III Vj.int lxi77 CsaJdZ IVjiiii.tlxi.zilVinittziD

21k21 11 2 1
4 412154 wpi Kim

Csa I 1,1
14k 4 14k y

x II a k hi a Ii
tatttlat LIIVint Ei D

815 xiResiduesofcoveringmap
ait z tTaylorcoefficientsof coveringmap

More magic identities forPw needed for this computation



 

The dual CFT

This agrees with the large N limit of the

correlator of the symmetric productorbifold LuninMathur oo Parkman
RastelliRazamat09

Sym Freeboson with background charge Q EE I x x

X internal CFT of Ads X e 1 603 1 64

Momentum of the boson is

a É

II I
relator it

a

The condition jitjatjatjy 5 k is momentum conservation



 

The dual CFT

Our computation gives a direct proof that the singularity is

described by the CFT SeibergWitten9g Argurio GivenShowertoo

Sym Ray xx
LE Gaberdiel 191

Advertisement We believe to know the full perturbative

spacetime CFT thus completing the holographic pair

WIP stay tuned



 

The tensionless limit
There is an interesting limit one can take in which the

description in terms of Sym becomes exact Dei LE Gaberdiel
GopakumarKnighton 18 21

This is the superstring on Ads S XT for K l which corresponds
to k 3 in the bosonic model k 1 a small tension

In this case there are even more constraints

Only j's vertex operators are allowed

Itji 2 5 k always true

But the nature of the singularity changes
Solutionfor ji 1244

3

I IY Hi g D X Xi Xi

video viii is veto 1 1 7



 

The tensionless limit

We can replace

Xi 8 xx
in the solution still obtain a solution because x I xd'x d

This is the only solution in this case compatible with all the

constraints

In integral now receives only contributions from Xp Pwlx 4 0

symmetric orbifold answer always exactly true

Including fermions etc one simply gets the large N limit

of correlators ofSym ta



 
Summary
Full Conjectural solution of the Hat model with spectralflow

at the moment sphere apt function but lesson should generalize

unflowed correlator
branched

coverings
flowed correlators

Worldsheet correlators have interesting singularity structure

Near the singularity the spacetime correlator becomes the

correlatorof Sym Ra x X

In the tensionless limit worldsheet correlator has d function

support the relation with the symmetric orbifold becomes exact



 



 



 


